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NEGATION AS FAILURE: 
A COMPARISON OF CLARK’S COMPLETED DATA BASE 
AND REITER’S CLOSED WORLD ASSUMPTION 
JOHN C. SHEPHERDSON 
D Clark shows that a query evaluation procedure for data base deductions 
using a “negation as failure” inference rule can be regarded as making 
deductions from the “completed data base” (CDB) obtained by replacing 
the “if” clauses of the data base by “iff” clauses. We show they can also be 
regarded as deductions from the “closed world assumption” (CWA) of 
Reiter. Usually these deduction systems are incomplete and the CDB and 
CWA differ; one may be consistent and the other not, and when both are 
separately consistent they may be incompatible. However when the data 
base is Horn and definite they are compatible and when Clark’s query 
evaluation procedure is complete for ground literals they are essentially 
equivalent. When the query evaluation procedure is not complete it may 
lack some basic closure properties. The conditions given by Clark for the 
completeness of his query evaluation procedure are not quite sufficient, and 
when made so are rather restrictive. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Clark’s query evaluation procedure (QEP) [l] and Reiter’s “closed world assumption” 
(CWA) both interpret negation as failure to prove; they assume that if a positive 
ground literal cannot be proved from the data base then it is false. But Reiter is 
talking about proof in a complete inference system for first order logic, whereas 
Clark is using a usually incomplete query evaluation procedure based on resolution 
and requiring a constructive proof of failure to prove, i.e., a finite evaluation tree all 
of whose branches end in failure. So the results can differ: 
Example I. Take the data base DB to be 
P(a) + - P(a). (1) 
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This is logically equivalent o 
P(a) (2) 
so that P(a) holds in DB and, a fortiori, under the CWA, but Clark’s QEP goes into 
a loop on (1) when you try to evaluate P(a), so neither P(a) nor - P(a) can be 
established. The completed data base (CDB) corresponding to (1) contains 
P(x) ++ (x = a & - P(a)) 
and is inconsistent. The CWA is determined by the logical content of the data base 
but the QEP and CDB depend on the way the clauses are written; if (1) is replaced 
by (2) then the QEP evaluates P(a) to true, and gives x = a as the sole answer to the 
query + P(x), and the CDB is 
P(x) ++ x = a, 
so all three agree. 
Example 2. Take as DB 
P(b) + - P(a). (3) 
The CWA has - P(a), - P(b) [since neither P(a) nor P(b) is implied by DB] and is 
inconsistent with DB. Here QEP gives - P(a), P(b), and CDB (apart from the 
identity axioms) is 
P(x) c) (x = b & - P(a)) 
which is equivalent o 
P(x) ++ (x = b), 
agreeing with the QEP. If (3) is written in the equivalent form with a and b 
interchanged then we get a different QEP and CDB. 
Clark has shown that if a query Q evaluates to false under one of his QEP then 
the CDB implies - Q, and if the evaluation of Q succeeds with answer 8 then CDB 
implies Q@. Thus a QEP can be considered as a subsystem of CDB. We show that it 
can also be considered as a subsystem of CWA. So the use of the negation as failure 
rule can be justified either by saying that when we wrote if clauses in DB we really 
meant them to be iff, or by saying that we explicitly represented in DB only our 
positive knowledge but that this is complete so that any positive ground literal which 
is not implied by DB is to be taken as false. What we investigate here is the relation 
between these two justifications. 
That a QEP is a subsystem of CWA is not immediately obvious. The positive 
steps in QEP are certainly inferences from DB hence from CWA but since negation 
is taken as failure to prove it would appear at first sight as though for the negative 
steps it was the other way around, i.e., CWA which was a subsystem of QEP. 
However Clark’s QEP requires for failure not merely a lack of success (which might 
occur because of a loop, as in Example 1 above) but a finite evaluation tree which 
explores all possible steps and shows they end in failure. 
Although, as we have seen above, each of CWA, CDB may be consistent while the 
other is not, there are two important cases in which they are compatible: one, if DB 
is Horn and definite (i.e., consists of clauses with exactly one positive literal) and 
two, if there is a QEP which is complete for ground literal queries, and if CWA is 
itself consistent. In this case CWA, CDB are not merely compatible but effectively 
equivalent. 
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To preserve continuity we relegate all proofs to an Appendix, Section 4. Section 2 
contains notation and definition and some remarks about the peculiarities a QEP 
may have when it is not complete. Section 3 contains the main theorems. 
The fact that the CDB and its consistency depend crucially on the way the data 
base clauses are written and may have bizarre effects in the case of recursive 
definitions suggests that, apart from the two cases mentioned above where the CWA 
and CDB are compatible, the CWA might be a more acceptable justification of the 
negation as failure rule than the CDB, though it should first be checked for 
consistency (c.f. Theorem 6, Section 3). 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We follow the notation and definitions of Clark; in particular we admit function 
signs. Reiter does not, but all his results which we need also hold when function 
signs are allowed. A data base DB is a set of clauses each of which contains at least 
one positive literal. One of these positive literals is singled out and the clause is 
written as an implication with this literal as the consequent: 
R(t, ,..., t&-L+ . . . &L,, m 2 0. (4) 
Here L 1,. . . , L, are positive or negative literals and, as usual, each free variable is 
implicitly universally quantified. In more conventional clause notation (4) would be 
written as 
R(t I)...) t,)v -L,V -L,V...V-L,. 
When the clause is written as in (4), it is said to be about the relation R. As we have 
noted above, if there is more than one positive literal (in which case at least one of 
the Li in (4) will be negative) then the choice of the one which is singled out on the 
left-hand side of (4) will affect the QEP and CDB. 
We use the word query to denote a conjunction of literals. We often write this in 
the form 
+L1& . ..&L. 
to indicate that we also interpret it as a request for a constructive proof that 
(3x, )‘..) x,)L,&...&L,, 
where x 1,. . . , xk are the variables in the query; constructive in the sense that the 
proof should find a substitution 
f3= {xl/el,x2/e2,...,xk/ek) 
such that 
{L,&...&L”}B 
is a logical consequence of DB (or of some tacitly intended extension of it such as 
CDB or CWA defined below). 
Clark’s completed data base CDB is defined as follows: First each clause (4) is 
written in the general form 
R(x r,...,xk)+ @Yl,... ,Yp)(X,=tl&...&Xk=tk&L1&...&Lm), 
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wherey,,..., yP are the variables in (4) and xi,. . . ,xk are new variables. We assume 
there are finitely many clauses about R in DB. If there are j of them, j > 0 and their 
general forms are 
R(x1 ,...,x&-Ei, 
. . . 
R(X1,**.>Xk) + Ej, 
then the definition of R, implicitly given by DB is 
R(x i ,..., x,)oE,~E,v...vE~. 
The if half of this definition is simply the general forms of the k clauses grouped as a 
single implication. The only-if half is the completion law for R. If there are no DB 
clauses about R the definition implicitly given by DB is taken to be 
R(x l,...,xk)++ false. 
Since we have introduced equalities we must specify how the equality relation 
applies to the objects of DB. We do this by stating explicitly that the constants and 
function signs have their free interpretation, i.e., we add the following axiom 
schemes: 
c # c’ (for each pair c, c’ of distinct constants) 
f(x 19...?xk)+g(YiV., m y ) (for each pair f, g of distinct function signs) 
f (x i,...,x*)=f(Yl* . . . . Yn)+xl=yl & . . . & x n = y, (for each function sign f) 
f (x 1,. . . , x,) # c (for each function sign f and constant c) 
t(x) f x (for each term t(x) different from x in which x occurs) 
together with the general axioms for equality: 
x=x 
x=y+y=x 
x=y&y=z+x=z 
x = y -+ [W(x) * W(y)], W any wff. 
These axioms, which we call the equality axioms EA, together with the implicit 
definitions of all the relations of DB, constitute the completed ata base, CDB. 
Reiter’s closed world assumption CWA is based on the idea that the DB contains 
all the positive information about the objects in the domain, that any positive 
ground literal which is not implied by DB is false. This is effected by adjoining to 
DB the set of axioms EDB given by: 
EDB = { - L 1 L is a positive ground literal and DB t+ L} . 
[A positive ground literal is one which contains no variables, i.e., one of the form 
R(t 1 ,..., tk) where t, ,..., t, are constant terms (terms containing no variables).] 
Also implicit in the CWA is something which Reiter did not need to mention 
explicitly, the domain closure axioms, which say that the only objects are the ones 
that can be built up using the given constant and function signs. Since we again 
want to take the free interpretation we take all the equality axioms EA given above 
for the CDB together with the domain closure axiom 
DCA x=t,Vx=t,v..., 
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where t,,t,,... are all the constant terms. If there are function signs this is an 
infinite disjunction but that does not matter since when this is invoked we will be 
talking about logical consequence, rather than proof by some formal axiom system. 
Thus we shall use the abbreviation CWA also to denote the set of axioms 
CWA=DBuEDBuEAuDCA 
and write 
CWAt-P 
to mean that R is a logical consequence of CWA, i.e., it is true in all free 
interpretations of DB u EDB. We shall say that CWA is consistent when the set of 
axioms CWA is consistent. Since none of the axioms of DB involve the equality 
relation this is clearly the same as saying that DB U EDB is consistent. Note that 
when CWA is consistent it is categorical, it determines a unique model, because 
EA U DCA determine the universe and DB U EDB determine the truth value of all 
ground literals. 
We quote from [l] Clark’s definition of his query evaluation procedure QEP: 
“Until an empty query is derived, and the evaluation succeeds, proceed as 
follows: Using the selection rule, select a literal Li from the current query + L, 
& . . . & L,. The selection rule is constrained so that a negative literal is selected only 
if it contains no variables. 
Case 1. Li is a positive literal R(t,, . . . , tk). Nondeterministically choose a data- 
base clause 
R(t; ,__., t;)+L;&...&L& 
about R and try to unify Li with R(t;, . . . , t;). If there are several data base clauses 
about R, the selection of a clause together with the attempted unification is a 
nondeterministic step in the evaluation. Each of the other clauses offer an alternative 
evaluation path. If Li does not unify with R(t;, . . . , tk), FAIL (this path). If Li does 
unify, with most general unifier 8, replace the current query with the derived query 
+- {L,&...&L,_,&L;&...&L:,&L,+,&...&L,}e. 
Should there be no data base clauses about the relation of the selected literal, we 
consider that there is just one next step to the evaluation of the query 
L,&...&L, 
which immediately FAILS. 
Case 2. Li is a negative ground literal - P. There is just one next step for the 
evaluation. This is the attempt o discover whether - P can be assumed as a lemma. 
To do this we recursively enter the query evaluation process with + P as a query. 
If the evaluation of + P SUCCEEDS, FAIL. 
If the evaluation of +- P FAILS for every path of its nondeterministic evaluation, 
assume - P as a lemma. Hence replace the current query by 
L, &. . .& L,_r & Li,i &. . .& L”.” 
The different possible selections of a literal in a query do not provide alternatives 
for the evaluation process. However any rule for selecting the literal can be used. 
The PROLOG selection rule is always choose the left-most literal in a query. 
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Different selection rules give different QEP. 
“Let e 1,. . . , en be the sequence of unifying substitutions of a successful evaluation 
of some query Q. Let 8 be the composition 8,o e, 0 . . . 0 6, of these unifying 
substitutions. The subset of 8 which gives the substitutions for variables of the query 
Q, augmented with the identity substitution for any variables of Q not bound by 8, 
is the answer given by the evaluation. If Q has no variables, the answer is true. On 
the other hand, if every evaluation path of the query Q ends with FAIL, the answer 
is false.” 
For brevity if some branch of the evaluation tree for Q ends in SUCCESS we 
shall say that Q succeeds, and if every branch ends in FAIL we shall say that Q fails. 
Note that, by K&rig’s Lemma, if every branch of the evaluation tree rooted at a 
query Q terminates with a SUCCESS or FAIL then the tree is finite. 
The restriction that a negative literal can be selected only if it is ground (contains 
no variables) is essential since we are interpreting the success of L as a failure of 
- L. This is not valid if L contains variables; a query P(x) is asking for an x such 
that P(x), and the query - P(x) is asking for an x such that - P(x) and both of these 
may exist. However this restriction does mean that the only queries which can 
succeed are what Clark calls allowed queries, those in which each variable which 
occurs in a negative literal is “covered,” i.e., occurs also in a positive literal. There is 
no way of getting rid of the uncovered variables in a disallowed query, for the 
unification process only affects variables occurring in positive literais. (Since it is 
understood that as usual, before unifying a DB clause with a literal from a query the 
variables in the clause are changed so as to be distinct from those in the query.) 
Since the selection rules do not allow a negative literal containing variables to be 
selected, such literals can never be eliminated. Such a query may fail if some other 
literal in it evaluates to false, it may have an infinite evaluation tree, or it may have a 
finite evaluation tree which flounders, i.e., has some branches which terminate with a 
query containing only unground negative literals (the evaluation procedure has no 
step applicable to such a query). Thus the query - P(x) flounders at once. 
It is worth noting that because of this difficulty with negative literals [which is 
inherent in any free variable treatment, for (Vx) - P(x) is not the same as - (Vx)P(x)] 
the QEP may lack some expected closure properties. 
An allowed query may not succeed although some ground instance of it does. 
Example 3. Take the DB 
P(x) + - R(x), 
then + P(a) succeeds but + P(x) flounders after being sent into the disallowed 
query + - R(x). 
An allowed query may fail but some ground instance of it may not. 
Example 4. Take relations P(x) and R(x) and DB: 
P(a) + P(a). 
Then, under the selection rule which takes the left-most permitted literal, the query 
+ - P(x) & R(x) fails, but + - P(a) & R(a) goes into a loop. 
An allowed query L, 8z L, may succeed although L, does not succeed under any 
selection rule. 
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Example 5. Take the DB 
P(x) +- - S(x), 
R(a) +-- .
Then + P(x) & R(x) succeeds because it goes into +- - S(x) & R(x) then into 
+- - S(a) then into + . But + P(x) goes into the disallowed query - S(x) which 
flounders. 
Because of these peculiarities we have given full proofs in the Appendix for what 
appear to be rather obvious properties of the QEP. 
3. RESULTS 
Example 1 above shows that CWA may be consistent when CDB is not and 
Example 2 that CDB may be consistent when CWA i l ot. It is also possible that: 
C WA and CDB may be separately consistent but incompatible. 
Example 6. Take the DB 
P(a) + Q(a) 
Q(a) + - P(a) 
Q(a) + Q(a) 
with a as the only constant. 
This is logically equivalent to P(a). The EDB is - Q(a) and the CWA has the 
model in which P(a) is true, Q(a) is false. The CDB is 
P(x) f) x = a & Q(a) 
Q(x) t) (x = a & - P(a)) V (x = a & Q(a)), 
together with the equality axioms. 
This has a model in which P(a) is true and Q(a) is true. But it implies Q(a) so 
EDB U CDB is inconsistent and, a fortiori, so is CWA U CDB, i.e., DB U EDB U 
EA u DCA u CDB. Note that QEP gives no results; all allowed query evaluations 
go into loops. 
Of course if we had written the DB in the equivalent form P(a) + , then CDB, 
CWA, and QEP would all have given the same result, P(a) and - Q(a). 
It is always possible to rewrite DB so as to make CDB consistent. 
Just add, for each relation R, a clause 
R(x i,...,x+R(xi ,..., xk). 
This means that the definition of R in the CDB takes the form 
R(x 1 ,..., x+R(xi ,..., x,)vE,v...vE,, 
which is equivalent o 
R(x 1 ,..., x&-El V . . . vE,, 
i.e., to the DB clauses for R. So, apart from the identity axioms, CDB is equivalent 
to DB, which is certainly consistent because every clause is required to have at least 
one positive literal so it has a model in which all relations are true for all arguments, 
which can be taken as a free interpretation satisfying the equality axioms of CDB as 
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well. Of course it is of no practical use to rewrite DB in this way for it ensures that 
every evaluation tree has an infinite branch, so the negation as failure rule can never 
be used. 
Our first theorem shows that a QEP can be considered as a subsystem of the 
CWA as well as of CDB: 
Theorem 1. If a query Q fails in a QEP then CWA F - Q. 
If Q succee& with answer 9 then CWA F Qe. 
If every branch of the evaluation tree of Q ends in success or failure and 8,, . . . , ej 
are all the answers given by the successful evaluation paths then 
CWAFQ++/...V& 
This parallels exactly the results of Clark for the CDB [l, p. 311, 3121. Here 6 is 
what Clark calls the “general form” of the answer 8. If xi,. . . , xk are the variables of 
Q and 
e= {xl/el,...,xk/ek) 
mdy,,..., y, are the extra free variables of Q introduced by the substitution 8, then 
B is (Sy,,..., yn)(xl=ei&...&x,=ek). 
The reason why CWA and CDB work equally well here can be explained roughly 
like this: the positive steps in a query evaluation are resolution steps which are valid 
consequences of DB alone. The basic negative steps (i.e., those which don’t depend 
on any others) assign the value false to - P when the ground literal P succeeds, in 
which case, as we have just seen, P is implied by DB, hence so is - ( - P), and assign 
the value true to - P when P fails. So it is only these latter steps, i.e., the negation as 
failure steps which need more than DB for their justification. Now if P fails then 
either P itself or some other positive literal R obtained by applying unification steps 
fails to match the left-hand side of any of the DB clauses. The “only if” halves of 
the CEB clauses thus allow us to assert - P. But the CWA also allows us to assert 
- P because (Theorem 9, Appendix, p. 22) if P fails then DB hc P so - P E EDB. 
A commonly occurring type of data base is one in which all clauses are definite 
Horn clauses, i.e., of the form 
R(t i )...) t,)+L,&...&L,, 
where Li,..., L, are all positive (i.e., when written in the usual disjunctive form 
there is exactly one positive literal). One of Reiter’s central results (Corollary 8.1, p. 
68) is that if DB is Horn and definite the CWA is consistent. We strengthen this to 
Theorem 2. If DB is Horn and dejnite then CWA U CDB is consistent. 
NOTE. CWA is categorical, so that when CWA u CDB is consistent, CWA implies 
CDB. The converse is never true, for CDB plainly cannot imply the domain closure 
axiom of CWA which restricts the universe to the constant erms. But even if we add 
this axiom to the CDB for a definite Horn data base, CWA may not be a 
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consequence: 
Example 7. Take the DB to be 
P(a) +- P(b), 
P(b) +- P(a). 
Then the CWA has - P(a), - P(b). The CDB is (apart from equality axioms) 
P(x) +, (x = a & P(b)) V (x = b & P(a)), 
which has a model in which the domain closure axiom x = a V x = b is true and 
P(a), P(b) are true, which doesn’t satisfy CWA. 
Clark in [l, p. 3171 stated that he believed, but hadn’t checked out completely, 
that if there was a selection rule which ensured that the evaluation tree for each 
allowed query was finite then CDB was consistent. Our next theorem is a strengthen- 
ing of this. We weaken the hypothesis by restricting it to queries which are ground 
literals and not asking for finiteness of the evaluation tree but only that either all 
branches fail or one succeeds (so a successful evaluation tree could have infinite 
branches). And we strengthen the conclusion to consistency of CDB u CWA, 
provided the latter is consistent. 
Theorem 3. If, for every ground literal there is some selection rule under which it fails 
or succeeds in the QEP, then CDB is consistent and if CWA is consistent, 
CDB u CWA. 
NOTES. 
1. Allowing the selection rules used to depend on the ground literal is only an 
apparent generalization as is shown in Theorem 5 below. 
2. In this case, if you add the domain closure axiom to the CDB it is equivalent 
to the CWA, because not only CWA but also CDB U DCA is categorical. This 
is so because by hypothesis every ground literal L either fails, in which case (by 
Clark’s results for the CDB which parallel Theorem l), CDB t- - L, or L 
succeeds and CDB I- L. 
3. Example 2 shows that the condition that CWA is consistent cannot be omitted, 
even if there is a QEP which is complete and has finite evaluation trees for all 
allowed queries. 
4. As noted above the consistency of CWA is equivalent to the consistency of 
DB u EDB; the domain closure axioms do not affect it. 
In view of the peculiarities of the QEP noted above it seems to be worth 
confirming: 
Theorem 4. All QEP are compatible, i.e., a query Q cannot succeed under one 
selection rule and fail under another. 
Indeed there is a stronger result: 
Theorem 5. There exist maximal selection rules S’,,,, such that, if a query succeeds 
under any selection rule it succeeds under Se,, and if it fails under any selection rule 
it fails under 9,. 
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I don’t know whether this can be extended so that the maximal selection rule gets 
all answers to a query, i.e., “if Q succeeds with answer 8 under some selection rule 
then it succeeds with answer 8 under Sm.” 
The next easy theorem shows that the CWA is inconsistent iff the DB implies 
indefinite knowledge about ground literals: 
Theorem 6. The CWA is inconsistent J@ there are positive ground literals L,, . . . , L, 
such that 
DBt-L,VL,V...VL,but,fori=l,..., nDBl+Li. 
NOTES. 
1. There can be indefinite knowledge about positive nonground literals without 
CWA being inconsistent, e.g., 
Example 8. Take the DB to be: 
P(x) + - Q(x) 
P(a) + 
Q(b) + . 
Then P(a), - P(b), - Q(a),Q(b) satisfy the CWA. 
2. If CWA is inconsistent hen DB must have some indefinite clauses, for if all 
clauses of DB are Horn and definite then Theorem 2 above shows that CWA is 
consistent. On the other hand the occurrence of indefinite clauses in DB does 
not imply the inconsistency of CWA, as Example 8 shows. 
Clark considered some conditions sufficient to guarantee the completeness of the 
query evaluation procedure, i.e., that it should give every answer to an allowed query 
which is implied by the CDB. He observed that this will be the case if the evaluation 
tree for every allowed query is finite and each branch ends in success or failure. [His 
theorem for CDB corresponding to Theorem 1 above and the consistency of CDB 
which follows from Theorem 3 above together imply that the answers given by the 
successful branches are exactly those which are implied by the CDB.] 
Clark defines [l, p. 3181 a data base to have computablejinite extensions when, for 
each relation R of the data base, and no matter what selection rule is used, the 
evaluation tree for the query 
*R(xl,...,xk) 
is finite, and the successful branches result in full evaluation. He claims that this 
implies that the evaluation tree for every allowed query is finite no matter what 
selection rule is used. This does not appear to be quite correct: 
Example 9. Take the DB to be 
R(x) .+ - Q(x) 6’~ P(x), 
Q(x) +- - R(x) & P(x). 
Then + P(x), +- Q(x), + R(x) all fail under any selection 
selection of the literals - Q(x) or - R(x) is forbidden. But 
selection rules, + Q(a), + R(a) have infinite evaluation trees. 
rule, because the 
under the Prolog 
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If we add the finiteness of the evaluation trees for ground literals as well the result 
does hold: 
Theorem 7. If each query of the form +- R(x,, . . . ,xk) or + R(c,, . . . ,c,), where 
Cl,..., ck are constant terms, has the following, “Jinite grounded tree” property, 
then so does every allowed query: 
Finite grounded tree property: no matter what selection rule is used the evaluation 
tree is finite, each branch ends in success or failure and the successful branches result 
in full instantiation. 
Finally Clark gives a simple condition on data bases intended to imply the 
computable finite extensions property and hence the completeness of query evalua- 
tion for all allowed queries. This is the hierarchical constraint which says that the 
relations of the data base can be assigned to levels so that if 
R(t I)...) t,)+L,&...&L, (5) 
is a DB clause “about” an ith level relation R, then the relations involved in 
L i, . . . , L, must be of level less than i, and 
+L,&...&L, 
must be an allowed query. For a zero level relation the only allowed clauses are unit 
ground clauses 
R(c i,...&k). 
This does not actually imply the computable finite extensions property as given by 
Clark, nor the completeness of query evaluation for all allowed queries as the 
following example shows. 
Example IO. Take the DB to have relations P,Q with sole clause: 
P(x) + . (6) 
This is hierarchical with Q of level 0, P of level 1. But the query +- P(x) succeeds at 
once and does not result in full instantiation. And the allowed query +- P(x) & 
- Q(x) goes into the disallowed query - Q(x) which flounders. The simplest 
condition to add which prevents an allowed query losing in this way the cover for 
the variables in its negative literals appears to be: 
Covering Axiom. All variables which occur in R(t,, . . . , t k) in (5) also occur in 
positive literals in L, &. . . & L,. 
Theorem 8. If the data base is hierarchical and satisfies the covering axiom then query 
evaluation is complete for all allowed queries under all selection rules. 
Unfortunately the new constraint is rather strong, and forbids unconditional 
clauses like (6) which are the simplest kind of general statement. So does the 
condition of Theorem 7, for in the presence of (6), no evaluation of +- P(x) can 
result in full instantiation. 
It is possible that Clark’s original notion of computable finite extensions [which 
also forbids (6), by the way] may give the weaker result that there is some selection 
rule under which all allowed queries have finite evaluation trees. 
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NB: The next section contains groofs of the above theorems in the order 
4,5,9,1,3,7,8,2,6, as well as some lemmas numbered 1 to 11. 
4. APPENDM: PROOFS 
Additional notation. To say that Q fails under selection rule %’ means that every 
evaluation path ends with FAIL so, by Konig’s Lemma, the evaluation tree for Q is 
finite. We call this the failure tree for Q under 9. Formal proofs will usually be by 
induction on the height of this tree, i.e., the length of its longest branch. If the 
evaluation of Q is successful and 0 is one of the answers given, then by a success tree 
for Q under 92 (or a success tree for Q with answer 8 under 9) we mean the tree 
obtained by following a path which succeeds (or succeeds with answer 9) including 
all the side trees arising from successful evaluations of negative ground literals - P 
(i.e., fail trees for P). Note that although we speak as though the evaluation 
procedure was uniquely specified by the selection rule this is not quite true, since 
before making a unification step we are allowed to change the variables in a DB 
clause in any way so that they are different from those in the query. In particular 
answers 9 given to a query Q are not uniquely determined, since the free variables 
remaining in 8 can be chosen arbitrarily. To be quite precise we should always speak 
about the set of possible next evaluation steps, equivalent answers to a query, and so 
on. In the interests of clarity we follow Clark in ignoring this subtlety. However we 
must say something about what is meant by a selection rule. It is not quite clear in 
[l] whether the choice of literal in the current query Qi is supposed to depend only 
on Qi or whether it may also depend on the root query Q with which the query 
evaluation was entered. It is convenient for us here to take the latter, wider 
interpretation which allows, e.g., a rule “alternately take leftmost and rightmost 
literals” which could result in a query Qi being treated differently at two different 
occurrences of it in the evaluation tree of a query Q. So to be precise we must speak 
of the effect of a selection rule .!Z% with root query Q on a particular occurrence of a 
query Q’ in the evaluation tree of Q under 9. (If we want to avoid talking about 
different occurrences of Q’ we could give the whole “history” or evaluation path 
leading from the root Q to Q’ and speak of the effect of &! with history Q, Qi, . . . , Q’ 
on the query Q’.) Theorem 5 shows that in fact it doesn’t make much difference 
which meaning we take for “selection rule,” since the “maximal” selection rules 
whose existence is shown there can be taken to be of the narrow kind where the 
chosen literal depends only on the current query. 
Lemma 1. Let Q be a query 
+L,&L,&...&L,, 
and 0 a substitution. Suppose that Lie unifies with R(t;, . . . , tk) from a DB clause 
R(t;,...,tk) +L;&...&L:, 
with most general unifier 0;. Then Li unifies with R(t;, . . . , tk) and if the corre- 
sponding evaluation step sends Q, QtI into Q’, (QO)‘, respectively, then 
(Qe)’ = cyee;. 
PROOF. Before doing the unification we may suppose the variables in the clause have 
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been changed so as to be unaffected by 8. So 
L&M;= R(t; ,..., t;)&‘= R(t; ,..., tk)OO;, 
since 8 has no effect on the variables in R(t;,. . ., t;). So Li also unifies with 
R(t;, . . . , t;) with unifier 00;. So if Oi is the most general unifier we have 
ee; = e,ee;. (7) 
Now 
Q’=+ {L,&...&Li_,&L;&...&L:,&Li+,&...&L,}e,, 
(Qe)‘=c{L,e&...&Li_,e&L;&...&L:,&L,+,e&...&L,e}e;. 
Since 8 has no effect on Vi,. . . , L:, we may write 
(QW + { L,&...&L,~,~~L;&...&L~&L,+,&...&L,}~~;. 
So it follows from (7) that 
(Qey = Q’ee;. 0 
Lemma 2. If a query Q fails under some selection rule 9, then for each substitution 8 
there is a selection rule BO under which Qe fails. 
PROOF. Example 4 shows that it may not be possible to take .%?O = 3’. Since we allow 
the choice of a literal under a selection rule to depend on the root query we only 
need to define the rule .5%‘@ on the root query QO and can then complete its definition 
on other root queries arbitrarily. The idea is that if 9 with root query Q starts off by 
choosing the literal Li then .%‘e with root query Qe chooses the corresponding literal 
Lie, and so on all the way down the failure tree for Q under 2%‘. By doing this we get 
a failure tree for QO under R, each query of which is of the form QiBi, where Qi is 
a query in the failure tree of Q under .9, or is FAIL. The reason why this may not 
give a selection rule in the narrow sense is that two distinct queries Q1,Q2 which 
were treated differently under .92 might map into the same query Qir3i = Q,&, e.g., if 
Q1 is P(a) & Q(x), Q2 is P(x) & Q(a), 0, = 0, = x/a and 9 chooses the first literal in 
Qi and the second literal in Q2. 
A formal proof would be by induction on the height of the failure tree for Q 
under 9. The inductive step has to establish that there is a corresponding literal in 
the Q tree, and that after applying the evaluation procedure in the QO tree the 
resulting queries are of the form QiOi where Qi is the corresponding query in the 
failure tree of Q under W. If L, is a positive literal which unifies with the left-hand 
side of some DB clause then, if Lie doesn’t unify, the query in the Qe tree is FAIL; 
if Lie does unify then Lemma 1 tells us that resulting queries (Qe)’ are of the form 
Q’&$’ for some corresponding query Q’ of the Q tree. If Li is a negative ground 
literal - P then so is Lie and 2%‘0 simply takes over the success or failure tree for 
- P under 9 (with root query Q). q 
The “dual” lemma is: 
Lemma 3. If a query Q succeeds with answer + under some selection rule 9 then for 
each 8 there is a selection rule BO under which Q@ succeeds with answer the 
identity substitution. 
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This is based on the same idea but seems to need a more careful proof. We start 
with two elementary lemmas about unification. 
Lemma 4. If t is a term and 8, $ are substitutions such that t9 = t+, then x13 = XC+ for 
each variable x in t. 
PROOF. By induction on the height of t. If the height is 0 then 
t=c or t=x 
and the result is obvious. If the height is greater than 0 then 
t=f(t,,...,t,) 
SO 
te=f(t,e,...,t,e), 
t+=f(t,+,...,t,~). 
SO te=t++t,e=t,+,...,t,e=t,+ 
+xe=xG for all variables in t 1, . . . , t k by the induction hypothesis, 
-+x8=x+ for all variables in t. 0 
Lemma 5. Let the term t have variables x1,. . . ,xs, let $ be a substitution, let 
x;, . . . ) x6 be variables not in t or t$. Let a be the substitution {x1/x;, _. . , xJxG}. 
Then t’ = ta unifies with t+ with most general unifier 
@’ = { x;/xp$, * * 3 3 x;/x,G}. 
PROOF 
t'# = ta$’ = t+ 
t+# = t+. 
So +’ is a unifier. If 8 is also a unifier then 
t’e = t+e = t’qe. 
So by Lemma 4, for each variable x’ in t’ 
x’e = xye. 
But if x is a variable not in t’ then x+’ = x so 
xe = xqe. 
Hence 
8 = +fe 
and $I is a most general unifier. q 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. By definition, to say that Q succeeds with answer + means that 
there is a success tree for Q with a sequence c#+ . . . , c#+ of unifying substitutions and 
that $ is the restriction of @i&. . . (p, to the variables of Q. Since we are only 
concerned with the effect of 9 on Q we may assume 
We prove the result by induction on the height of the success tree for Q with answer 
9 under 9. 
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Basis. If the height is zero then Q must be empty and the result is tautologous. 
Inductive step. We suppose that the first step in the evaluation procedure with rule 
9 applied to the root query 
Q: +L,&...&L, 
is to choose the literal Li. 
Case 1. Li is a positive literal. Since Q succeeds with answer + under W there 
must be some DB clause 
R(t;,. .., tk) + L; &.. .& L:, (8) 
such that Li unifies with R(t;,. .., t;) with most general unifier (pi. The query Q is 
then replaced by 
QI: + {L,&...&Li_,&L;&...&L:,&Li+l&...&L,}~,. 
This succeeds under 9 rooted at Q with lower success tree, and with unification 
sequence &, . . . , &,; so by the induction hypothesis 
Q; = Qh.. . +re 
succeeds under some 9, with answer the identity substitution. 
Now the corresponding literal of Q+e is L,@B. Since this may have variables in 
common with the variables x 1,. . . , x, of the DB clause (8) we choose new variables 
x;, . . .) xk for that, which are not in R(t;, . . . ,tk)+f3, nor in Q or Q@. Let C-X =
{Xi/$, . . * 9 xJx’,>. By Lemma 5 
L&J3 = Li~1~*.  . +re 
= R(t;,..., t;)+1+2,...,$re = R(t; ,..., tk)+e 
unifies with R(t;, . . . , tk)a with most general unifier 
+; = {x;/x,+e, . . ..x./x,M}. 
So the corresponding replacement query for Q@ is 
Q;‘: +- {L,+B &...&Li_#3 &Lia &...&Lda &Li+l+e ~...~L,~e}~;. 
Since the variables xi,. . . , x’, are not in Q@ we have L,+&$; = L&8, etc., also 
Liar& = L,@. So Q;’ = Q;. So if we complete the definition of CZO with root query 
Q@e by making its first step the choice of Li+8, we get the desired result, because & 
has the same effect on Q as the identity substitution. 
Case 2. Li is a negative ground literal - P. Since Q succeeds under 9, P must fail 
under 9? rooted at Q, and 9 replaces Q by the query 
Q1: +L,&...&Li_l&Li+,&...&L,. 
By the induction hypothesis 
Q; = Q&2.. . @ 
succeeds under some 9?* with answer the identity. If we now complete the definition 
of 9, with root query Q@ by making its first step the choice of Li@ (= Li = - P) 
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and its evaluation tree of - P the same as that of 52 rooted at Q then we again get 
the desired result. 0 
Lemma 6. Suppose a query 
Q: tL,&L,&...&L, 
can be split into two “complementary” queries 
Q1: +L,,&L.&..&L,j Q2: +L,1&L,2&...&LbS, 
where A = {a,, . . .,a,}, B = {b,, . . .,b,} are complementary subsets of { 1,. . . , n} 
and Q1, Qz have no common variables. Then if Q fails under some selection rule 9 
then one of Q1,Q2 fails under some selection rule R,. If Q succeeds under some 
selection rule 9% then both of Q,, Q2 succeed under some selection rules gl, 5Yz. 
PROOF. We take the case where Q fails. The proof is by induction on the height of 
the failure tree of Q under 9’ (rooted at Q, of course). 
Basis. If the height is zero then Q is FAIL and cannot be split. 
Inductive step. Suppose that rule 9%’ selects the literal Li from Q. Then i belongs to 
A or B, say A; suppose i = a,. 
Case la. Li is a positive literal which unifies with R(t;, . . . , tk) from some DB 
clause 
R(t; ,..., t;)+L;&...&L’,,,, 
whose variables we may suppose to have been chosen distinct from those of Q, with 
most general unifier 8. For each such match there is a replacement query 
Q’: t {L,&...&Li_,&L;8...&L:,&Li+,&...&L,}e. 
This can be split into queries 
Q;: + L,, &...& L,“_l ( & L; &. . . & L& & L,“+1 &. . .& L,J e 
Q;: +- {L,l&L,z&...&Lbg}B. 
Since the variables of L;, . . . , L& and of Li are distinct from those of Q2, these are 
complementary queries of Q’, and 
Q;=Qz. 
Now each of these replacement queries Q’ fails under 9 (rooted at Q), and by a tree 
of lower height than that of Q. By the induction hypothesis one of Q;, Q; fails under 
some selection rule 9,. If for any match it is Q; which fails we are done, for 
Q; = Q2. If not, then each Q[ fails under some selection rule. So Qi fails under the 
selection rule W, which, on root query Qi starts by taking the literal Li and then 
follows the appropriate one of these rules which fails the corresponding Q;. 
Case lb. Li is a positive literal which doesn’t match any DB clause. Here the 
evaluation of Qi fails under the rule which selects Li. 
Case 2a. Li is a negative ground literal - P where P succeeds under 9. Here the 
evaluation of Qi fails under the rule which selects Li and treats P in the same way as 
33’ does. 
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Case 26. Li is a negative ground literal - P where P fails under 9. Then Q is 
replaced by 
Q;: +L,&...&Li_t&Li+,&...&L,. 
This can be split into complementary queries 
Q;: +- L,, &. . .& L,“_, & L,“+1 &. . .& Lar 
Q;: +- Lb1 &. . . & Lb, = Q2. 
By the induction hypothesis, one of these fails under some rule 9,. If it is Q; we are 
done. If it is Q; then Q1 fails under the rule which first chooses Li and then follows 
%‘t after treating P in the same way as W does. 0 
The proof for the case where Q succeeds is very similar; Cases lb and 2a do not 
arise. 
Lemma 7. If the query Q: + L, & L, &. . . L, fails under some selection rule $3, and 
Li unifies with R,(t;, . _. , t;) from a DB clause 
R&,.4) + L; &...& L:, 
with most general unifier f3,, then the query 
QI: +- {L,8z...&Li_,&L1&...&Lh,&Li+,&...&L,}e, 
fails under some selection rule SI. 
This is needed in order to prove Theorem 4, that a query cannot fail with one 
selection rule and succeed with another. It means that although a query may fail 
under one selection rule but go into an infinite branch under some other rule, it is 
never too late to fail it by changing the selection rule. 
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the height of the failure tree for Q under 9. 
Basis. If this height is zero than Q is FAIL so the hypothesis cannot be satisfied. 
Inductive step. Suppose the selection rule 9 rooted at Q starts by choosing the 
literal Lj. If j = i then Q1 fails under 9, so we can assume j # i. For simplicity let us 
take i = 1, j = 2, n = 3, m = 1; this will illustrate the general case adequately. So 
Q is L,&L,&L,, 
Q1 is {L’i&L,&L,}8,. 
Case 1. L, is a positive literal. If L,8, does not unify with the left-hand side of 
any DB clause then Qt fails under the rule which first chooses L,B,. Suppose then 
that L,8, unifies with R2(t;, . . . , tk) or R, for short from some DB clause 
R, + L;, 
with most general unifier 8,. So 
L,ele, = R2e2 = R,e,e2, 
since 8, need not affect R, or L;. So L, unifies with R, with unifier 8,0,, and if f3; is 
the most general unifier; 
e;e,e, = e,e, . (9) 
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Corresponding queries in the next step using rule W are to 
Q’: +{L,&L;&L3}8;, 
Q;: + {Lie, & L; 8z L&}& = {L; 82 L; 82 L, p,e,, 
since 8, need not affect L;. By hypothesis Q’ fails under 5%‘. In order to apply the 
induction hypothesis we consider the effect of unifying Lr0; with R,. By (9) 
L,e;e,e, = L,e,o, = R,e,e,. 
So e,e, is a unitier, and if 8; is the most general unifier, 
e;e,e, = e,e,. 00) 
Using this match Q’ is replaced by 
Q/I: { Li go L;e; tk L,e;} e;. 
By the induction hypothesis Q” fails under some selection rule. Now by (9) and (lo), 
Q; = qfelel. 
So by Lemma 2 Q; fails under some selection rule. So Qr fails under the selection 
rule in which we first choose L@, and then for each such Q; obtained by matching 
L,8, we follow the failure rule whose existence has just been proved. 
Case 2a. L, is a negative ground literal - P where P succeeds under 9. Then L,B, 
is also - P so Qi fails under the selection rule which first chooses the literal L,B, 
and then treats P like 9. 
Case 2b. L, is a negative ground literal - P where P fails under 58. Here 5% sends 
Q into 
+ L, & L, 
which therefore fails with tree of lower height than Q. By the induction hypothesis 
{L;&L3)4 
fails under some selection rule R,. So Q fails under the selection rule which first 
chooses the literal L,8,, treats P like %’ does, and then follows si. q 
Theorem 4. If a query Q succeeds under a selection rule 9 it cannot fail under any 
selection rule. 
PROOF. We prove this by induction on the height of a success tree for Q under .5X’. 
Basis. If the height is zero then Q is empty and succeeds at once under any 
selection rule. 
Induction step. As in the last proof we may without loss of generality simplify the 
notation by taking 
Q: +L,&L,&L3, 
and supposing that the successful evaluation under 8 which we are talking about 
starts by choosing L,. 
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Case 1. L, is positiue. Since the path is successful L, must unify with some R, 
from a DB clause R, + Li say with most general unifier 8,. Q is then replaced by 
Q1: + {L;&L,&L3}e1. 
Since Qi succeeds under 5%’ and with a success tree of lower height than Q it follows 
by the induction hypothesis that Qi cannot fail under any selection rule. Lemma 7 
now gives the desired result that Q cannot fail under any selection rule. 
Case 2. L, is a negative ground literal - P. Since the path is successful P must fail 
under 5%’ rooted at Q. So Q is replaced by 
Q1: +L,&L,. 
Now both L, and Qi succeed, under W rooted at Q, and with trees of lower height 
than that of Q so, by the induction hypothesis neither of them can fail. By Lemma 6 
neither can L, & Qi, i.e., Q. 
Note that although when we speak of Q succeeding or failing under a selection 
rule %’ we mean “under W rooted at Q” the result holds also without the restriction, 
for if the rule 9 rooted at QO encounters an occurrence of Q on an evaluation path, 
then its subsequent behavior can be taken to define a selection rule rooted at Q. 0 
Corollary. If a query Q flounders under a selection rule 9 then it cannot fail under any 
selection rule. 
Recall that “floundering” means having a finite evaluation path which ends in a 
“ flounder,” a query containing only nonground negative Metals, to which no 
evaluation step is applicable. The proof is exactly parallel to the above. It is possible 
that with a little more effort one could prove that a query which succeeds under 
some selection rule cannot flounder under another, but we do not need that result. 
Theorem 5. There exist maximal selection rules 2Vm such that if a query succeeds under 
any selection rule it succeeds under L%‘~, and if it fails under any selection rule it fails 
under 9Zm. 
PROOF. Define W, as follows: if the query Q succeeds under some selection rule, 
take such a rule %‘(Q) which gives a lowest success tree and let W, make the same 
choice of literal on Q as that rule [if there is more than one .5?(Q) choose any of 
them]; similarly if Q fails let 5%m choose the same literal as some rule which gives a 
lowest failure tree. By Theorem 4 these cases are mutually exclusive. If Q never 
succeeds or fails then define gm arbitrarily on Q, i.e., choose any literal. Note that 
5@m is a selection rule in the narrow sense, i.e., the choice of literal depends only on 
the current query. We now prove the result by induction on the height of the shortest 
success or failure tree of Q. 
Basis. If this height is zero then Q is empty (true) or fail and the result is obvious. 
Induction step. Suppose 
Q: +L,&L,&...&L, 
and that 5?m chooses Li. Then so does some a(Q) which gives a shortest success or 
failure tree. 
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Case la. Li is a positive literal which unifies with some R, from a DB clause: 
R,+L;&...&L;, 
with most general unifier 8,. Then under both 9m and 9(Q) Q is replaced by all the 
queries 
Q1: + {L,&...&L,_,&L;&...&L*&L,+,&...&L,}8, 
arising from such matches. If Q succeeds under 9(Q) then one of these Qi succeeds 
under 9(Q) and with a lower tree than Q. By the induction hypothesis Q succeeds 
under 9,,,, hence so does Q. 
If Q fails under 9(Q) then all of these Qi fail under 3’(Q) and hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, also under gm. Hence so does Q. 
Case lb. Li is a positive literal which doesn’t match any DB clause. Here Q fails 
under 9(Q) and also under .c%~. 
Case 2a. Li is a negative ground literal - P where P succeeds under 9(Q). In this 
case Q fails under 9(Q). By the induction hypothesis P succeeds under W,, and 
hence Q fails under 9,,,. 
Case 2b. Li is a negative ground literal - P where P fails under 9’(Q). Hence 
9(Q) replaces Q by 
By the induction hypothesis Qi either fails or succeeds under 9,,, and P fails under 
%‘,,, and hence Q fails or succeeds under 9?,,,. 
Since Q is assumed to succeed or fail under .9(Q) these are the only cases that 
arise (i.e., we cannot have Li = - P where P neither succeeds nor fails). L7 
It would be interesting to know whether 91’m gets all the answers to a query Q 
which can be obtained by any rule. A proof of this would appear to need a 
corresponding result to Lemma 7 for success with a given answer, i.e., that if Q 
succeeds with answer 8 by some evaluation tree then it does so by a tree starting 
with any given first choice of literal. This implies that if Q goes into an infinite 
branch under some selection rule, it is possible at any stage, by changing the rule, to 
get each possible answer not already obtained. 
Lemma 8. The free interpretation M in which each positive ground literal L is true 
unless the query + L fails under some selection rule, is a model for DB. 
PROOF. We must show that each DB clause 
R(t I,...) t,)+L,&L$z...&L, 
is true in M, i.e., that, for each 13, which fully instantiates all the variables in this 
clause, if R(t,, . . . , t,)O, is false in M then so is some LjO,,. Now if R(t,, . . . , t,)f&, is 
false in M the query + R(t,, . . . , t k)Bo fails under some selection rule. This means 
all alternative paths fail, in particular the one where we choose the above clause and 
unify R(t,, . . ., t&9, with R(t,,. . . , tk) (there is no question of choosing a literal in 
this first step; there is only one, R(t,, . . ., t,)B,,, in the query). If 0 is the most 
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general unifier we have 0, = &9,,, since 8, is clearly a unifier. The next step in the 
evaluation replaces the query R(t,, . . . , t k)d,, by 
+ {L,dd+k..&L,)e, 
so this fails. By Lemma 2 so does 
+ p+f2L,~...&L,)ee,= {L,2kr+k..~L,~eo. 
Since this query contains no variables, by repeated application of Lemma 6 some 
LjfIO fails, i.e., is false in M. q 
The dual result concerns the other half of CDB, the only-if-halves of the 
definitions of the relations. We call this DB*. So DB* is the set of all axioms of the 
form 
R(x ~,...,X~)~E~VEZV...VE~, (11) 
where 
R(x I,‘.‘, x,)oE,VE,V...VEj 
is the “definition of R” included in the CDB. So CDB = DB U DB* U EA where EA 
are the equality axioms. 
Lemma 9. The free interpretation M, in which each positive ground literal L is false 
unless the query + L succeeds under some selection rule, is a model for DB*. 
PROOF. We have to show that each clause (11) of DB* is true in M, i.e., that for each 
8, which fully instantiates this clause, if R(x,, . . . , x,)& is true in M then so is some 
Ei&. Suppose then that R(x, ,..., x,)0,, is true in M, i.e., that R(x, ,..., x,)0, 
succeeds. The first step in this path must be a unitication of R(x,, . . . , xk)& with 
some R(t,, . . . , tk) from a DB clause 
R(t I,...) t,)+L,&...&L,. (12) 
Let8bethemostgeneralunifierofR(x,,...,xk)e~OdR(t,,...,t,),sox,8,8=t,8. 
Then the next step of the evaluation procedure replaces the query + R(x,, . . . ,x&9, 
by 
+- {L, k...k L,)e, 
which therefore succeeds. 
The corresponding Ei is 
(BYI,..., yp)(X,=tI&...&xk=tk&L1&...&L,), 
wherey,,..., yr are the variables of (12). So Ei&, is 
(3n,..., yp)(XleO=tlgL...62x,e,=t,$L,&...&L,). 
This will be true if each L,&3, is true for some 00, which grounds all yr, . . . , yr (for if 
we take yj = yj&9, we have t ,@8, = x,8,,&?, = x$, since this is ground). By Lemma 3 
if r#~ is an answer to the query 
+ {L,k...ktL,)e 
given by the successful evaluation path then 
+ {L,~...~L,)e~7 
succeeds for all 7. Take T so that this query is grounded, take 8, = $7 and apply 
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Lemma 6. We obtain the desired result that all Lit%), succeed under some selection 
rules, hence are true in M. 0 
Theorem 9. If a query Q fails under some selection rule then for no substitution 8 does 
DB I- Q8. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2 if Q fails so does QS so it is enough to prove the case where 8 
is the identity substitution. Suppose 
Q: +-L,&L,&...&L, 
fails under some selection rule, and that DB F Q. Let 0, be a substitution which 
grounds all Li. Then DB I- Qe,, so DB + Lie, for i = 1,. . . , n. This means Li must be 
a positive literal, for (since every clause of DB has at least one positive literal) DB 
has a model in which all relations are true for all arguments. By Lemma 8 no Lie0 
can fail. By Lemma 6 Q/3, cannot fail; but we are supposing Q fails, which 
contradicts Lemma 2. 0 
Theorem I. If Q fails then CWA I- - Q. If Q succeeds with answer 8 then CWA F 
Qe. If every branch of the evaluation tree of Q ends in success or failure and 
e 1,. . . , dj are all the answers given by the successful evaluation paths then 
CWAI-Q~~,V ... Vej. 
PROOF. If Q fails then by Theorem 9, for all 6, which ground Q, DB I+ QS,. Now 
the definition of EDB implies that if a ground literal is not implied by DB its 
negation is in EDB. It follows that for each ground query, either it or its negation is 
implied by DB U m. Hence DB U EDB I- - Qe,,. Since this is true for all 0, 
which ground Q it follows that 
DBu~uDCAF-Q so CWA+-Q. 
Now suppose Q succeeds with answer 0. We use the same argument as Clark [l, 
p. 3111. Whenever the evaluation uses the failure evaluation of a positive ground 
literal P to assert he truth of - P then we have just seen that CWA F - P. Since the 
positive (Case 1) steps in the evaluation are linear resolution steps from DB the 
whole evaluation can be viewed as a linear resolution proof using DB and a set of 
negated ground literal lemmas - P all of which are implied by CWA. Since DB is 
included in CWA, the final result Qf7 is implied by CWA. 
If e,, . . . , ej are all the answers given by successful evaluation paths then we have 
just shown CWAI-QQB,,Q&,...,Q8, so 
CWAt-8,~ . ..‘.‘dj*Q. 
The converse, 
CWAI-Q-+’ . . . dj, 
is equivalent (since CWA includes the domain closure axiom) to 
CWA I- - Q0, 
for all ground Qt9, not of the form Qe,/3 or Qe,/3 or . . . Qe,p for some substitution 
/3. This will follow from the first result proved if we can show that all such Qt$ fail 
under some selection rule. This follows from Lemma 10 below, since if QS, is 
ground, Q&, = Q&a for all (Y. q 
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Lemma 10. If Q has a finite success tree with all branches ending in success or failure, 
and Qtl does not fail under any selection rule then there is a successful evaluation of 
Q with answer 9 and a substitution (Y such that Ba = @a. 
PROOF. If &,..., & is a unification sequence of a success path leading to the answer 
$ then it is enough to show that 
eff = G~+~.. . +rea 03) 
for some (Y. For + is the restriction of +i&. . . c#+ to the variables of Q, so if x is a 
variable of Q, (13) implies xCp&x = x+, . . . +,& = xecu and if x is not a variable of Q 
then x@a = xea by this property of +. 
We prove (13) by induction on the height of the success tree of Q. 
Basis. If the height is zero then Q is empty, the identity substitution is an answer, 
and the result is trivial. 
Induction step. Suppose 
Q: +L,&L,&...&L,. 
Suppose the selection rule chooses literal Li. Use the rule which takes the corre- 
sponding Liti for Qe. 
Case 1. Li is a positive literal. If Qe does not fail under this selection rule then 
Lie must match some R from a clause R +- L1 & . . . & L:, with most general unifier 
$;. By Lemma 1, Li also matches R with most general unifier & say, and if Q’, (Qe)’ 
are the corresponding next queries, then 
(Q@ >’ = Q’w; 3 also e+; = +,eg. 
If Qr3 does not fail then some such (Qe)’ does not fail. So, by the induction 
hypothesis there exist (Y and a unification sequence q2,. . . , cpr for Q’ such that 
e++ = +*.. . Gre+icw. 
It then follows that 
e9;a = +ie+;a = ~i+~. . . h&;a, 
so (13) is true for Q with $;(Y for a, since $r, &, . . . , & is a unification sequence 
for Q. 
Case 2. Li is a negative ground literal - P. Then so is Lie. Now P cannot succeed, 
otherwise Qe would fail. So, since the evaluation tree for Q is finite, P must fail. If 
we choose the literal Lie in Qe and treat P the same as the given rules for Q, then 
the given rules for Q and these rules for Qe replace them respectively by 
cL,&...&Li_l&Li+,&...&L,, + {L,&...&Li_l&Li+,&...&L,)e. 
The induction hypothesis now gives the result. 0 
Theorem 3. If for every ground literal there is some selection rule under which it fails or 
succeeds then if CWA is consistent, CDB U CWA is consistent. 
PROOF. In this case, by Theorem 4, the model M of Lemma 8 coincides with that of 
Lemma 9, hence it satisfies DB and DB*. Since M is a free interpretation it also 
satisfies the equality axioms EA and the domain closure axiom DCA. So it remains 
to show that, if CWA is consistent, then M satisfies EDB, i.e., that if L is a positive 
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ground literal and - L is in EDB then L is false in M, i.e., +- L does not succeed. 
But Theorem 1 tells us that if + L succeeds then CWA F L, so if - L is in EDB 
then CWA F - L also and CWA is inconsistent. This last remark is worth stating 
separately. 0 
Corollary. If CWA is consistent and + L succeeds, where L is a positive ground 
literal, then DB F L. 
So the use of the negation as failure rule does not allow the derivation of any 
more positive ground literals than DB unless CWA is inconsistent (e.g., as in 
Example 2 above). 
Theorem 7. If each query of the form + R(x,, . ..,x,J or +- R(c,,. . .,ck) where 
Cl,..., ck are constant terms, has the following “finite grounded tree” property then 
so does every allowed query: 
Finite grounded tree property: No matter what selection rule is used, the evaluation 
tree is jinite, each branch ends in success or failure, and the successful branches 
result in full instantiation. 
We define the uni$cation length of a query Q to be the maximum number 
(possibly infinite) of unification steps in any branch of any of its evaluation trees (so 
the negation as failure steps are not counted). We then have: 
Lemma 10. If the positive literals in Q1 are a subset of those in Q9 then unification 
length of Q1 5 unijkation length of Q. 
PROOF. By induction on the unification length of Q (if this is infinite there is nothing 
to prove). 
Basis. If the unification length of Q is zero then Q has no matching positive 
literals. Neither has QB or Q1 so the unification length of Q is zero. 
Inductive step. Suppose Q is 6 L, 8~.  . & L,. Take an evaluation path for Qt of 
maximum unification length. The first steps of this may involve evaluating as true 
some negative ground literals, - P where P fails. There can be only finitely many 
such steps; they do not affect the unification length and the resulting query still 
satisfies the conditions on Q1 so we may assume the first step is a unification step in 
which some literal Lie of Q1 unifies with R from some DB clause R + L1 & . . . & L6, 
with most general unifier 0;. This sends Qt into Q; whose positive literals are a 
subset of those of the query (Qf3)’ into which QS is sent. By Lemma 1 the literal Li 
of Q also unifies with R and (QO)’ = Q&9;, where Q’ is the query into which Q is 
sent. The unification length of Q’ is less than that of Q so by the induction 
hypothesis 
unification length Q; I unification length Q’ . 
But unification length 
Q1 = 1 + unification length Q; 
I 1 + unification length Q’ 
I unification length Q. •I 
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Continuation of proof of Theorem 7. Applying this to Q: + R(x,, . . . ,xk), 
Q1: +R(ti,..., tk), we see that the unification length of each positive literal is 
finite. Now it is a priori possible that in the course of evaluation an allowed query 
may go into a disallowed query [e.g., if there were a DB clause P(f(x)) +- - Q(x)]. So, 
to get an inductive proof going we prove that every query has a finite evaluation tree 
under every selection rule. (If the query is disallowed this tree may have leaves which 
flounder as well as SUCCESS, FAIL leaves.) We do this by induction on the weight 
of a query Q, defined as (l,,l,, . . . ,l,) where 1, 2 1, . . . 2 1, are the unification 
lengths of the positive literals in Q. These are well ordered by the lexicographic 
ordering. If the weight of a query Q is zero it has no positive literals which match 
any DB clauses, and by hypothesis all negative ground literals succeed or fail under 
every selection rule, so Q has finite evaluation tree under every selection rule. 
For the inductive step suppose Q is +- L, & . . . & L,. An evaluation path of this 
may start with the choice of some negative ground literals; by hypothesis these all 
succeed or fail (under any selection rule), so either the path terminates in FAIL or 
eventually has a unification step. Since the weight is unaffected by the evaluation of 
negative ground literals we may assume the first step is the choice of some positive 
literal Li which unifies with R from some DB clause R + Li &. . . & L:, with most 
general unifier 19 (for if it doesn’t unify with any such clause the branch terminates in 
FAIL). Each such unification step replaces Q by some 
Q’: +- {L,&...&Li_,&L;&...&L:,&Li+,&...&L,}8. 
To complete the inductive proof all we need is to show that each Q’ has lower weight 
than Q. Now by Lemma 10 
unification length L,B I unification length L, , 
unification length L’# < unification length { Li & . . . & L:, } B 
-c unification length Lit9 I unification length Li 
which implies the required conclusion that Q’ has lower weight than Q. 
It remains to prove that the evaluation trees of allowed queries end in success or 
failure, and the successful branches result in full instantiation. Again to get the 
induction to work we generalize this to queries which are allowed or contain a 
subquery which fails under all selection rules (a subquery of Q being one whose literals 
are a subset of those of Q). We now know that the unification length of every query 
is finite so we can prove the result by induction on that. 
If this unification length is zero then the query Q has no matching positive 
literals. So the only evaluation steps which are immediately applicable are the choice 
of a nonmatching positive literal or the choice of a negative ground literal. Each of 
these steps either fails the query at once or leads to a query with one fewer literal 
with the same unification height (zero) as the original and which is still either 
allowed or contains a failing subquery. We know the branch must terminate. It 
cannot terminate in a flounder (negative nonground literal) because this is disal- 
lowed and doesn’t contain a failing subquery, so it can only terminate in FAIL or 
the empty query. In the latter case there could have been no positive literals in the 
original query, and no nonground negative literals (otherwise it would end in a 
flounder) so it must have been variable free, i.e., already fully instantiated. 
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For the inductive step we consider any evaluation steps applied to Q. As above 
we can ignore any steps which choose nonmatching positive literals or negative 
ground literals, for these must eventually lead to FAIL or to a query with the same 
unification length as Q and the same property of being allowed or containing a 
failing subquery. So we can assume the first step is a unification resulting in the 
replacement of 
Q: - {L,&...&L,}8 
by 
Q’: + {L,&...&Li_,&L;&...&L~&Li+,&...&L,}e. 
Now the unification length of Q’ is less than that of Q, so the result that no branch 
can flounder and all success branches result in full instantiation, will follow from the 
induction hypothesis if we can show that Q’ is allowed or contains a failing 
subquery, and that if Q’ succeeds all variables of L,B occur in { Li & . . . & L:, } 8. 
Suppose first that Q contains a failing subquery Qi. If this does not involve the 
literal Li, then Q’ contains Qif9 as a subquery. Now Example 4 shows that in general 
the fact that Qi fails under all selection rules does not imply that Qie does. But that 
is the case here, for we have shown that Q,e has a finite evaluation tree under any 
selection rule. Lemma 2 tells us that Qit9 fails under some selection rule, and 
Theorem 4 and its corollary then tells us that it cannot succeed or flounder under 
any selection rule. If the failing subquery does involve the literal Li then one step in 
an evaluation of it is to a subquery of Q’; so Q’ contains a failing subquery. 
Suppose next that Q is an allowed query. Then Q’ is allowed unless either 
(i) {Vi &...& L:,je is not an allowed query, or 
(ii) some variable in Lie does not occur positively in { Li & . . . & L:, } 8. 
Now the DB clause 
R(t, ,..., t,)+L;&...&L’“, 
used in the unification step can be used to give an evaluation path for R(xi, . . . , xk) 
which has 
as one of the successor queries. In case (i) this is a disallowed query so it cannot 
succeed; the variables occurring only in negative literals cannot be eliminated, since 
they are unaffected by unification steps. Such a query can only fail, flounder, or have 
an infinite branch. But we are given that all evaluation trees of + R(xi, . . . , xk) are 
finite and end in success or failure, so + Li &. . . & L& must fail under every 
selection rule. As remarked above so must + { Li I!%. . . & L:, } 8, so Q’ contains a 
failing subquery. In case (ii) the path which goes to + L; & . . . & L:, cannot result in 
full instantiation for R(xi,. . . , xk) so again L; 8~.  . & L’, must fail under every 
selection rule. 
This completes the proof for if Q’ succeeds then it cannot contain a failing 
subquery (for then it would fail under a selection rule which chose literals from the 
subquery as long as possible) so that (ii) cannot occur then and so the evaluation 
path through Q’ leads to full instantiation for Q. 
Theorem 8. If the data base is hierarchical and satisfies the covering axiom then query 
evaluation is complete for all allowed queries under all selection rules. 
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PROOF. This will follow from Theorem 7 if we can show that each query 
+ R(t,, . . . , tk) involving an ith level relation R has the finite grounded tree 
property. This is proved by an easy induction on i using Theorem 7 again and the 
fact that each unification of R(t,, . . ., tk) with a DB clause about R replaces 
+ R(t,, . . . , t k) by an allowed query involving only lower than ith level relations and 
which, because of the covering axiom, results in full instantiation for + R(t,, . . . , tk). 
0 
Theorem 2. If DB is Horn and definite then CWA U CDB is consistent. 
We need 
Lemma 11. If DB is Horn and consistent and 
DBt- R(tr,...&) 
where R(t,, . . . , t k) is a ground literal, then DB has a clause 
R(t;,...,tk) +L,&L,&...&L, 
such that, for some substitution 8, 
R(t, ,_.., tk)=R(t; ,..., t’,)B and DBF {L,&L,&...&L,}8. 
PROOF. [The result is true for nonground positive literals R(t,, . . . , tk) as well but we 
don’t need that.] By hypothesis DB U { - R(t,, . . . , tk)} is inconsistent and Horn, so 
by Theorem 1 of Henschen and Wos [2, p. 5941 there is a strictly positive unit 
refutation of it with respect to resolution, i.e., a refutation in which at least one 
parent in each resolution is a positive unit clause. Since DB is consistent he clause 
- R(t,,..., tk) must be used. Since it is not a positive unit clause it can only be used 
with a positive unit clause, i.e., some R(ty, . . . , t”,) with which R(t,, . . . , tk) unifies, in 
the final resolution yielding the empty clause. Since R(t,, . . . , tk) is fully instantiated 
this means 
R(t t ,..., tk)=R(t: ,..., to,@,, 
for some substitution 0,. If R(ty, . . . , t”,) is in DB we have the result, with n = 0. If 
not it must have a positive unit parent Lr, and its other parent of the form 
R(t;,...,t:,)+Lr, 
where L,, L; are unifiable by 8r say, and 
R(t;,..., t;)er=R(t;,...,t;). 
If this second parent is in DB we are done, for as mentioned above - R(t,, . . . , tk) is 
used only once, and not in the resolution proof of L;, so DB I- Et, hence DB I- L;B,, 
i.e., DB F- L,B, so DB F L,B,8,, and we have the result with k = 1. If not then this 
second parent must itself have parents of the form 
L;,R(t: ,..., t;)+L’@L2, (14) 
where, for some 8, 
L;e,=L,e,,L;e,=L,,R(t: ,..., t;)e2=R(t; ,..., t;). 
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So if 8 = @3,$, we have (since @, needn’t affect L,) 
DBFL#‘,DBFL’$‘,R(t; ,..., t;)e=R(ti ,..., tk). 
If the second parent in (14) is in DB we are done. Otherwise by continuing in this 
way we eventually reach a clause in DB of the required form. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We shall show that the free interpretation given by 
R(t 1 ,..., tk) trueiff DBFR(t, ,..., tk) 
for constant terms t,, . . . , t,, satisfies CWA U CDB. Since it clearly satisfies the 
equality axioms EA and the domain closure axiom DCA, we have only to show it 
satisfies DB U EDB U DB*. Since DB consists only of positive clauses it is con- 
sistent, for the free interpretation in which all positive ground literals are true 
satisfies it. So, by Reiter ([3, Theorem 6, p. 741, this still holds when function signs 
are allowed) DB u EDB is consistent. So it has a free interpretation, which can only 
be this one. It remains to show that our model satisfies DB*, i.e., the only-if-halves 
of the CDB clauses, i.e., those of the form 
R(X i ,..., x,)+E,vE2v...vE,. 
This means that if t,, . . . , t, are constant terms and R(t,,.. ., tk) is true, i.e. 
DBI-R(t,,...,t,), 
then one of E,, . . . , Ej, is true for t,, . . . , t,. By Lemma 11 there is a DB clause 
R(t;,...&) +L,&L,&...&L, 
such that 
R0 i ,..., tk)=R(t; ,..., tk)@ and 
DBF {L,&L,&...&L,}8. 
Now one of the Ei is the right-hand side of the general form of this clause, i.e., if 
Yl,. . ., yP are the variables of this clause (which we may suppose distinct from 
xi,..*, XiC) 
Ei is (By,,..., y,)(x,=t;&...&x,=t~&L,&L,&...&L,). 
We will be done if we can show this is true at the point xi = t,, . . . ,xk = t,, i.e., that 
(IYi,...? y,)(t,=t;t...&t,=t’,&L,tL,&...&L,) 
is true in our interpretation. This is so for our interpretation satisfies DB and this 
statement is a consequence of DB, for replacing yi, . . . , yP by y,8,. . . , yPO the formula 
in brackets becomes 
Theorem 6. The CWA is inconsistent i$’ there are positive ground literals L,, . . . , L, 
such that, for some substitution 0, 
DB I- L, V L, V . . . V L, but, for i = 1,. . . ,n DB w Li. 
PROOF. DBkLivL,... v L, is equivalent to DB U { - L,, . . . , - L,} is incon- 
sistent. And DB I+ Li is equivalent to - Li E EDB. Now CWA is inconsistent 
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8 DB u EDB is inconsistent. And this is so iff DB U some finite subset 
{ - L,, . . ., - L, } of EDB is inconsistent. 
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